
 

 

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

@PKaudiovisual Can you let us know when the transcript for this chat is up? I'd like to 

share with others here. Thanks! #avchat 
  

 
AV_chat #AVchat  

MT @PKaudiovisual: Thanks for chatting with me today. The next#AVchat will be 2/23 3pm 

EST #avtweeps 
  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  

Thanks, all! #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

thanks folks! @PointmakerMFG - keep the faith~ let me know what solutions you arrive at 

clay.wisner@hfpacoustical.com please?#avchat 
  

 
AVGreg Greg Brown  

Thanks @PKaudiovisual #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

I'm off too. Thanks @PKaudiovisual and all other #AVTweeps! Nice#AVchat #avchat 
  

 
AVGreg Greg Brown  

#avchat On EDID would love any thoughts EDID minder vs pass-through 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  



@  

Thanks @PKaudiovisual #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

OK I need to get ready for a meeting at 1pm PST. Thanks for chatting with me today. The 

next #AVchat will be 2/23 3pm EST#avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

@claymonster So maybe there's a difference between HDCP compliant and HDCP 

compatible... Maybe we are interpreting incorrectly... #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

EDID is tough with guest laptops, distance learning classrooms with various professors and 

students presenting, hard to predict #avchat 
  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  

The sources typically don't care - they're designed to do a lot more.#avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

A2: EDID can be a nightmare - gotta plan it out in the design phase. Love having a 

processor w/ some sort of "minder" in the mix.#avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

@claymonster a sink is a display, a source a source, and a repeater, "repeats" the keys 

between - such a lovely little dance lol#avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

And we always specify commercial grade displays so they have more resolution options in 

the look up tables #avchat 
  



 
claymonster Clay Wisner  
@  

@PointmakerMFG this is most interesting (because I'm pretty sure that's how 'other guys' 

are doing it) #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  
@  

@PKaudiovisual EDID hasn't been much of an issue for us yet, most of our clients have 2-3 

laptop models in circulation #avchat 
  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  
@  

A2 @pkaudiovisual EDID can be a bigger challenge. It doesn't always match the product 

capabilities. #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

@claymonster Not supposed to do that according to our interpretation of the HDCP 

compliant docs #avchat 
  

 
AVGreg Greg Brown  

#avchat Lots of EDID talk/issues in higher-ed right now - so many diff laptops. (HDCP less 

so - BD slow to happen.) 
  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  
@  

@claymonster Within HDCP it checks authentication around every 10 seconds. #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  
@  



@PointmakerMFG yes and no. can you not 'break' the key auth from sinks all the way back 

to source? Only go to your outputs? #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

@claymonster As a repeater we have to generate our own key to send the source as well - 

Is that what you mean? #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

I think that by paying for keys in your processor, you get to auth. ONE key back to source... 

then do what you will to hit sinks #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

15 mins left. This HDCP discussion has been great. Any other questions out there? EDID 

challenges? #avchat 
  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  
@  

@pointmakermfg Exactly - all the keys have to be valid. #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  
@  

@PointmakerMFG Does the ART language provide an "out" for handling your own keys on 

proc. output? #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

that's how we understand the authentication at least... #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

Encryption is just one part of HDCP,the other part is authentication and according to DCP 

source must have a key for every sink#avchat 



  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  
@  

@pointmakermfg Same here with on-screen display. #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

@claymonster - yes that is how we do it, we have to un-encrypt to add annotation, then we 

re-encrypt on output, but there is more#avchat 
  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  
@  

@claymonster That's why these parts are so well controlled, because once it goes through 

the silicon, it's completely unencrypted. #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

I've only heard Extron's explanation in detail. Not sure if this is "global" or not. #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

...which then gets re-encrypted before the output. It's secure and doesn't violate the rules as 

far as I know. #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  
@  

@PKaudiovisual Since you can't have unprotected content in the open #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

.@PointmakerMFG interesting - I think if your processor shows the source one key, it's OK 

to have unencrypted signal in the silicon#avchat 
  



 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  
@  

@PKaudiovisual As long as the bus is proprietary I would think so (Microtiles) but what if it 

is just DVI-D? #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

My ideal, not reality RT @PKaudiovisual: In that case, multiple sinks are working as one 

display, so 1 key/source #avchat 
  

 
AV_chat #AVchat  

#AVchat is happening right now. Join us until 4 p.m. ET by following 

the #AVchat hashtag, #avtweeps. 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

@claymonster Well we are on the DCP list digital-cp.com/about_dcp/list but no one has told 

us we can do that...#avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

In that case, multiple sinks are working as one display, so 1 key/source 

RT @TehanTECHguy: So what would a mediawall processor be? #avchat 
  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  

We stay within compliance because they allow for that (multiple keys for a source 

device). #AVchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

.@PointmakerMFG I believe there's been a compromise reached with the governing body. 

A single key can feed multiple sinks legally#avchat 
  



 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  

Our switcher authenticates actual sources to actual sinks. We allow the use of multiple keys 

to multiple sources. #AVchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

So what would a mediawall processor be? It isn't really a repeater, is it? #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

re: Keys - Extron has a proprietary "Key Minder" that negotiates keys with source, then 

negotiates keys with sinks. #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  
@  

@PointmakerMFG I agree with that interpretation. #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  
@  

@claymonster Thanks, I have said (not typed) sink so many times I forget it isn't 

sync #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

Look at page 6 of the document I linked: Second Part of Authentication: [for repeaters] A 

switcher is a repeater...or supposed to be #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  
@  

@PointmakerMFG That is definitely Crestron's stance, not sure of the legal myself but 

Extron and AMX swear they are OK #avchat 
  



 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

By the way, a destination is referred to as a "sink", not a "sync" (think of an old resistor at 

the end of a long line...) #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

I'm not sure how Crestron manages behind the scenes #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

@TehanTech guy - hmm then they are not following true HDCP compliant specs: digital-

cp.com/files/document… #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

Therefore an 8x8 switcher has 8 Sync keys and 8 Source keys.#avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

Extron and AMX are treating the inputs of their switchers as a Sync(display) and then each 

output as a new source. #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

#AVtweeps, come join us on #AVchat NOW. Open mic, with starting topic HDCP. Go 

here bit.ly/r4D3ek 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

think some HDMI matrices are storing a list of valid keys in their devices. If the source and 

displays are both compliant, see list#avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  



@claymonster - Yes but are they following the true HDCP compliant specs, or did they get 

some sort of exception from DCP? #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

For anyone out there just joining us, today's chat is an open mic chat. Currently discussing 

HDCP. Introduce yourselves at any time#avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

A1: I presume every Cube/LCD would need a key, probably wherever you decode the 

HDMI/DVI signal for final display #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

A1: I did find out Microtiles are HDCP compliant, each ECM processor has a key. #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

A1 @PointmakerMFG - many vid processing manuf.s have gotten past the key 

issue. #avchat 
  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  

A1 Definitely new territory. Also wondering what the source was.#AVchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

A1: They are putting it in an auditorium and they want to be able to show Blu-ray discs, 

sticky legally, yea #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

How r keys actually handled?What if they try to show a blu-ray on a 10 display wall and the 

blu-ray only has 2 keys? Ne1know? #avchat 
  



 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

A1: Large-scale display systems passing HDCP also can be a sticky wicket for protected 

content. (legal-wise) #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

A1 - So, your clients are showing movies on these video walls? Cable TV? #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

A1: be aware that the HDCP is a cost-added option on the X20 - not sure about RGB 

Spectrum. FYI #avchat 
  

 
AVGreg Greg Brown  

Hi #avchat ! HDCP: because all the other 4-letter words were taken. (not my joke) 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

A1 this seems like uncharted territory for most, the 2x2 LCDs are designed for DS 

applications which don't need HDCP #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

A1: was just about to post the same thing @TehanTECHguy just said. Of course, the 

displays also have to comply. #avchat 
  

 
PointmakerMFG Boeckeler Pointmaker  

Victoria Ferrari with Boeckeler Pointmaker - We manufacture HDCP compliant hardware 

based video annotation products #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  



A1 but none of the cubes can handle it, so we have to use narrow bezel flat panel 

displays #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

A1 - I think some LCD displays have built in 2x2 video wall processors, they may handle 

one HDMI input better #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

A1 what I have found so far is that RGB spectrum and Christie Vista Spyder are the only 

window wall processors that can handle HDCP#avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

Hi Clay, good seeing you here RT @claymonster: Clay Wisner, design consultant, HFP 

Acoustical in Houston, TX #avchat #avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

Every RP cube manufacturer I have asked can't handle the content at all (Christie, Barco, 

Mitsubishi) #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

Q1 RT @TehanTECHguy: Ill start with a question since it came up today at work, how do 

you deal with HDCP content on a video wall?#avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

I'll start with a question since it came up today at work, how do you deal with HDCP content 

on a video wall? #avchat 
  

 
claymonster Clay Wisner  

Clay Wisner, design consultant, HFP Acoustical in Houston, TX#avchat #avchat 



  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

Hi Trent, Chris and Daniel. Thanks for joining me. For a second there, I thought it was just 

me and the cat #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

Today's chat is an open mic format, last time we ended talking about the HDCP challenges, 

so we can start there or another topic#avchat 
  

 
TehanTECHguy Daniel Tehan  

Daniel Tehan, audiovisual consultant at ESD in Chicago #avchat 
  

 
chris_neto Christopher Neto CTS  

Chris Neto from AVHelpdesk #AVchat 
  

 
AVocationSystem AVocation Systems  
@  

@pkaudiovisual Happy anniversary to #avchat! Trent over here at@AVocationSystem, 

distribution products manufacturing. 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

I'm Paul Konikowski, CTS-D, Technical Marketing Engineer for Starin, and host of 

today's #avchat 
  

 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

Who's on #AVchat today? Please introduce yourself and tell us what you do (consultant, 

integrator, manufacturer, end user.) #avchat 
  

» 



 
PKaudiovisual Paul Konikowski  

#AVtweeps > Welcome to #AVchat, a chat for the audiovisual industry, started by Linda a 

year ago tomorrow woot Woot! #avchat 
  
 


